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Jae C. Hong

By Jeff Schultz

According to several reports, the proposed trade that would have sent Boston coach Doc Rivers and Kevin Garnett to the
Los Angeles Clippers is dead. For now, at least in theory, that keeps impending free agent guard Chris Paul stuck in limbo
because there was no way he was going to leave the Clippers if Rivers was headed there.

There is a potential ripple effect in Atlanta. If Paul leaves the Clippers, the Hawks are a possible destination. They have
interest, salary cap room and a wide open roster. The last several months have seen a series of rumors with Paul and/or
Dwight Howard possibly coming to the Hawks, so much so that a slightly misguided season ticket rep for the team hyped up
that possibility in at least three different emails to prospective ticket buyers (leading to tampering charges, an undisclosed
fine and the poor rep's firing).

But my personal view is that even if Rivers doesn't go to the Clippers, it won't have any effect on the Hawks' offseason. Why?
Because I don't believe they're going to be able to sign either Paul or Howard.

Admittedly, this is pure conjecture. But here goes: By the time free agency is over, I predict Howard and Paul will still be in
Los Angeles. If one makes the decision to leave their respective team, it only will be to join the other.

This isn't an anti-Hawks sentiment. I understand general manager Danny Ferry can put together a nice sales pitch to either
or both players, centered on "potential" and the fact Atlanta is a desired location for many athletes to set up residence.

But with rare exception -- like LeBron James and Chris Bosh going to Miami to join Dwyane Wade-- high profile unrestricted
free agents do not leave their exisiting team. Doing so requires them to leave a lot of money on the table. Exisiting teams can
sign players for an extra year at a slightly higher salary. The total package difference generally is about $30 million.

As I've written several times, if the Hawks are able to land either, Paul is by far the preferred commodity. Howard at this point
of his career is only a potentially great player. He would bring with him a lot of baggage, both physically and off the court, and
there's a risk the Hawks could get burned by a max deal to him. Paul is far less of a risk and would have instant popularity
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and credibility with the fanbase.

But again, I just don't think it's happening.

Agree? Disagree? Let me know what you think.
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Posted by Rick_James at 1:23 p.m. Jun. 18, 2013
Report Abuse

I dont believe everthing I read and have never spoken to Danny Ferry but if what I'm reading is true I just dont understand his
obsession with Dwight Howard..I dont see Chris Paul taking 30 million less dollars to leave Los Angeles for Atlanta.I dont
think he would come here if the money was the even.There are just no increased benefits to do so.

Posted by ceb795 at 1:24 p.m. Jun. 18, 2013
Report Abuse

It's the off season for the Hawks, please allow us to dream a little. Work your magic Danny.

Posted by ErnestB at 1:24 p.m. Jun. 18, 2013
Report Abuse

Jeff, I believe you are correct! Howard/Paul to ATL makes for good sports talk radio fodder however I doubt this will happen.

Who knows, maybe this talk is providing cover for targets the Hawks really believe would come here. It's been done before.

Posted by ftputt at 1:47 p.m. Jun. 18, 2013
Report Abuse

It's not happening. The Hawks blew it with CP3 when they took Marvin. So focus on Ellis, Iggy and Al Jefferson. Sign and
trade Josh to Boston for JT and Sullinger. Draft a C and the raw talented 18 year old who has a name that no one can spell,
and go from there.
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Posted by williar at 1:49 p.m. Jun. 18, 2013
Report Abuse

These are the Atlanta Hawks we are talking about. Nothing good ever happens concerning the Hawks. SOS, nothing to see,
move along.

Posted by jschultz at 1:49 p.m. Jun. 18, 2013
Report Abuse

Ceb795 -- Nothing wrong with dreamin'.

Posted by lgardner4 at 2:01 p.m. Jun. 18, 2013
Report Abuse

Jeff, I think you are absolutely right. No NBA superstar has even "desired" to come to Atlanta. The only reason we ended up
with Dominique is because Utah was dumb enough to trade him to us...even though the majority of the city watched him
evolve at UGA. The fact of the matter is this, unless Danny Ferry is able to pull off a miracle, I think the Hawks will have
relatively the same team from this past year. He is not crazy enough to take a chance on Andrew Bynum, Monta Ellis would
be a liability on defense because of his size, and I don't think that Iggy wants to come play here in Atlanta either. Because of
all the negativity that has surrounded this franchise in the past 15 yrs, this team will be made the same way the Spur
were...thru the draft. We will be San Antonio 2.0 with a roster full of international talent, draft picks and no names that have
learned to be good role players. Maybe DF is going to sign people to one yr deals in hopes to have the same amount of
money available for next yr's class...who knows.

Posted by DaltonbywayofBickley at 2:11 p.m. Jun. 18, 2013
Report Abuse

We won't get either. But, we can pick up some help. I'd be happy to see the Hawks re-sign Teague, Josh, pick up a free
agent center and draft a young one too.

Posted by Glennsanity at 3:11 p.m. Jun. 18, 2013
Report Abuse

With all the free agents next year it would probably behoove the vaunted Hawks to semi woo those two if only for the practice .
Then feast on one year deals and expiring contracts .

Posted by Swatguy at 4:02 p.m. Jun. 18, 2013
Report Abuse

Why would Chris play for a rookie coach in a build situation? He will sign for a known veteran coach joining roster ready to
play for a championship. Had the Hawks selected a known high-level Head Coach, the Hawks would have a chance to sign
Chris and Dwight. This whole idea is a smoke screen for when the the smoke settles, we will then be resigned of the
intended build, draft,draft and safe signs and trades. Look for a Josh SnT for a stud and a draft. Nothing high profile this year.
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Posted by Madkins1868 at 4:15 p.m. Jun. 18, 2013
Report Abuse

They would be better of trading Horford, moving into the lottery and adding more draft picks..

Posted by cspecial at 5:07 p.m. Jun. 18, 2013
Report Abuse

sometimes i can understand why atlanta has had losing teams because of losing attitudes in fans.why can"t paul take
money to come play in atlanta? just like he went to the clippers he can come to the hawks if the money is right.atlanta is a
better city than los angeles to play in.atlanta with the right players can win just like la and especially the clippers. i think with
ferry and the new coach on board, the hawks will be a contender for the title with paul, howard or anyone else. just like
boston, new york, denver or miami.miami didn"t win championships until they got championship players.they were no better
than atlanta.we need to stop putting our city down just because of a few losing attitude fans and gms of past with the the
hawks. lets go for the best we can get.if you offer paul or whoever the right price, they will come to the atl and make the
hawks a contender.the fans need to get behind the hawks.not just be fair weather fans.going to a hawks game is like going
to a funeral.i don"t blame the players for under achieving at home. there is no home court advantage because of uncaring
fans. stop putting our city down and lets get the top players just like miami,oklahoma city, orlando, san antonio.without
championship players they wouldn"t be winning championships either.thats all atlanta needs is championship players in
atlanta.danny ferry is the man to do it.

Posted by GASports at 6:10 p.m. Jun. 18, 2013
Report Abuse

I dont think Josh will be coming back next season as I do think its finally time to end that marriage. 

Or, how about they not spend ALL their money on 2 players(cause 2 guys won’t make the team) and go this route: 

PG - Teague/Devin 
SG - Ellis/Lou/Jenkins 
SF - Iguodala /Korver 
PF - Al/Ivan/Scott 
C - Jefferson/Zaza 

We know that Jefferson brings a lunch pail to work every game! 

This team would be a threat to make it to the ECF. 
That’s a pretty good 2nd string and do-able! 

Posted by DominanceGreene at 6:21 p.m. Jun. 18, 2013
Report Abuse

I disagree jeff the hawks now i feel have the best chance to land CP3 if not D12. The Clippers have tried to do everything this
off season and it's just not going there way with him already said that he wanted to team up D12 and the only place he'll do
that at if not La is Atlanta. So with that being said Atlanta still have the one wild card factor and that's Josh Smith
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Posted by tyger at 8:04 p.m. Jun. 18, 2013
Report Abuse

Atlanta Hawks Easy Button 1.0

PG Jarrett Jack (fa) Lou Williams Eric Green (34T)
SG Kyle Korver John Jenkins 
SF Donte Green (fa) Wesley Johnson (18T) James Ennis (35T)
PF Al Horford Mason Plumlee (17) Ivan Johnson
C Chris Kaman (fa) ZaZa Pachulia Dwayne Dedmon (50)

Draft picks:

Mason Plumlee #17 PF
Trade #18 to PHO for Wesley Johnson SF
Trade Teague #34, #35 
Eric Green #34 PF
James Ennis #35 SG/SF
Dwayne Dedmon #50 C

Sign: 

Chris Kaman C
Donte Green SF
Jarrett Jack PG

Posted by hittmanjamillione at 8:19 p.m. Jun. 18, 2013
Report Abuse

im tired of you ignorant poeple saying,he'll leave thirty mill on the table.
if atlanta signs cp3 the deal a be a 4 year deal wrth 80,if the clippers sign him its a 5 year deal worth a 100.
a player can sign an extension and make that up damn why are you guys that simple minded

Posted by TheMonger at 8:32 p.m. Jun. 18, 2013
Report Abuse

Just because the Lakers and Clippers can offer Howard and Paul one extra season and about 28 million more, doesn't
mean they will or even can. In case you haven't heard Jeff, the Lakers are WAAAAAYYY over the salary cap as it is next year.
Kobe Bryant will make 31 million dollars next year, Pau Gasol will make 19, Steve Nash 9 million, Ron Artest 7.5 million,
Steve Blake 4 million, etc, etc, etc. The Lakers are already at 18 million OVER the cap WITHOUT even thinking about signing
dwight howard, who would add about 20 million at least to the cap. Add in to the fact with the new CBA the fines are now
extremely heavy for cap violators, with luxury tax fines up to 3.50 for every dollar over the salary cap. So how could the Lakers
go 38 million over the salary cap without losing millions and millions of dollars? They can't. 

Secondly, I don't think the Lakers are all that keen on signing D12 long-term. His performance was inconsistent, he never
really meshed with Kobe well, and he was ejected in the finale of the Lakers playoff series against the Spurs. The Spurs
swept them 4-0.
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Posted by TheMonger at 8:41 p.m. Jun. 18, 2013
Report Abuse

The Clippers is slightly better than the Lakers, but they have big contracts in Blake Griffin (18 million) and DeAndre Jordan
(12 million) as well. Although I think the Clippers will do more to retain Paul than the Lakers will do to retain Howard, I still
think Paul might not like the Clippers as much, especially after the Clips owner's comments about Paul having a factor in
Vinny Del Negro's firing. Didn't sit well with Paul. Then when you take into account Paul and Howard's remarks about
wanting to play with each other, it seems both want a fresh start. I think Paul walks away from Clippers and Lakers walk
away from Dwight. Both have ties to the Southeast, as this is where Dwight was born and raised and Paul being from NC,
has had plenty of good reviews about Atlanta from his past. With smooth-talker Danny Ferry and these guys seeming to want
a new start as teammates, it seems the Hawks are the choice. They have the most money to throw there way, a determined
GM in his 2nd year, a great nightlife, and a city that would instantly adore them and prop them up on 90 percent of the
billboards in Atlanta. It's a done deal if you ask me, so I don't know why Jeff doesn't think so. Money (especially when we get
into the hundreds of millions) is not everything to most athletes, especially for Paul and Howard who have never won an NBA
Championship and have rare opportunity to team up together in Atlanta.

Posted by ava333 at 10:49 p.m. Jun. 18, 2013
Report Abuse

upto I looked at the paycheck ov $5513, I didnt believe that my neighbours mother woz like they say truley earning money
part-time on their computer.. there best friend haz done this 4 only thirteen months and at present repayed the debts on their
place and bourt a great new Citroën 2CV. I went here, kep2.com

Posted by Aejohn1080 at 12:53 a.m. Jun. 19, 2013
Report Abuse

I think us getting a good coach from a winning organization is gonna go a long way in us getting free agents this time. They
do need Arthur Blank to do the selling though. Lol
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